Grade 3
Mrs. Becke

April 9-13 - CTBS testing will continue this week!
Language Arts
(Mrs. Becke)

We will be finishing up our theme on Mythology this week. Reading, writing and
grammar activities around this theme. We will be practicing our oratorical
projects in class this week. They should be written and students should be familiar
with them at this time.
Our Mythology test will take place on Tuesday April 10 2018. The review is posted
on our website!
Writing
Students will begin the week by writing a journal about the least scary monster in
history. They will be working on SB Editing, Language Power Now, Correct the
Sentence, Canada Writes and cursive writing. We will be doing short poems and
other writing activities going along with our Mythology theme.
Grammar
We will be looking at questions in grammar this week.
Reading
Students will be working on reading comprehension based on stories, articles and
more read independently, in small groups, or as a class. These pieces will be
focused around our Mythology theme. Students will begin working through their
Ontario Reading books. We will continue our class read aloud novel, Harry Potter
& The Philosopher’s Stone, by J.K. Rowling.
Spelling
There are a number of spelling lists currently in circulation in order to give each
child the best chance to succeed and be challenged in an appropriate way. If you
would like me to send you your child’s list and the “rule” that the words follow,
please email me!
There will be no spelling tests in April due to CTBS testing.

Math
(Mrs. Becke)

Students will be working on the Saxon Math program lessons 105-108. We will do
a math investigation on Friday and Mathletics on Thursday.
Math Assessment #20 will take place on Tuesday April 10.

Science
(Mrs. Becke)

We will be finishing up our unit on plants this week. We will be doing a plant
experiment and studying for our test.

Social Studies
(Mrs. Becke)

We will be continuing our unit on Living & Working in Canada this week. We will
be learning about Ontario’s landforms and types of Canadian communities.

French
(Mr. Rodayan)

not yet posted

Music
(Mr. Kudera)

Theory
•
Students will learn about song structures. This week, they will about
verse, refrain, and bridge.
Practicum
•
Students will continue to work on material from Recorder Karate. Please
remember to visit the music homework section to view the material
students should be practicing.
•
The students will practice their song for Into the Woods.

Computers
(Mr. Kudera)

The students will start designing greeting cards using Microsoft Publisher.

Visual Art
(Mrs. Becke)

We will be creating “donut cities” with collage elements, as well as the colour
wheel.

Drama
(Mrs. Becke)

We will be beginning our Dance unit this week.

Physical Education Low organized cooperative games.
(Coach Henderson)
Health
(Mrs. Becke)

We will continue our unit on substances. Students will learn about what an
addiction is and why they are problematic.

Media Arts
(Mr. Kudera)

The students will continue to explore the development of the Science Fiction
genre. This week, they will continue to read about sci-fi pioneer Jules Verne.

